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Abstract
As the preliminary study for establishment of how to decide the adaptation of the invasive therapy and how to increase the efficacy of the conservative therapy, we compared the characteristics of spine alignment between surgery patients with low back pain and healthy subjects using the Spinal Mouse. In the average of various angle, we compared them. Lumbar spinal Canal Stenosis (LCS) accepted a significant difference in thoracic spinal kyphosis angle (Th angle) of upright and Th angle, lumbar spinal lordosis angle (L angle), sacrum anteverision angle (S angle) of between trunk upright to trunk flexion (UF) and L, S angle of between trunk upright to extension (UE) in comparison with healthy subjects. Lumbar Disk Herniation (LDH) accepted a significant difference in Th angle of upright in comparison with healthy. But LDH didn’t accepted a significant difference in all except Th angle of upright in comparison with healthy. It was suggested that it becomes an aid of aggravation prevention of a nerve lesion to catch the form of the spine in spinal patient.
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Introduction
In the patient with low back pain, some cases were selected the invasive therapy, some cases were selected the conservative treatment. Because the several risks and complications associated with the invasive therapy, we want to cure with the conservative therapy as much as possible based on our own physical therapy concept.

As for the factor related the low back pain, there is the spine alignment, the spinal mobility, the strength of back muscles and abdominal muscles, and so on. Especially, in the evaluation of spine alignment and mobility, the non-invasive study was useful in the field of physical therapy.

In this study, as the preliminary study for establishment of how to decide of the adaptation of the invasive therapy and how to increase the efficacy of the conservative therapy, we compared the characteristics of spine alignment between surgery patients with low back pain and healthy subjects using the Spinal Mouse (Figure 1).

Methods
Subjects were twenty patients, who were scheduled to surgery and thirteen healthy people. Their mean age was 60.7 ± 13.7 (30-77) years and 66.8 ± 5.9 (55-75) years, respectively. And more, twenty patients were consisted of the patient with LCS (n=13) and the patient with LDH (n=7).

We used the Spinal Mouse (Index Ltd), which measured spine alignment with three postures - trunk upright, flexion and extension in the standing position. This medical equipment is also no contamination, it is a short time, and a deer is also easily. Those were measured based on the Spinal Mouse’s measurement manual (Figure 2). Measurement is simply possible by assigning to Spinal Mouse a subject’s spinous process side and making it move to the tail side from the head side (Figure 2). As an index of this research, it was chosen from the measurement result Th angle, L angle, and S angle (Figure 3). In addition, we calculated it about the angle change from date, between UF and UE. Those were analyzed results of a measurement by attached software. We compared the obtained result by Th, L, and S angle in each Upright, UF and UE.

As statistical examination, we compared Th angle and L angle with S angle of trunk upright, UF, UE about LCS, LDH, healthy by use of t-statistical test. Following descriptions of statistical significance refer to a p-value<0.05.

Results
The details of the result were shown in Table 1. Average value ± Standard deviation×3 is detected as an abnormal value, we checked that there was no abnormal value in a measurement result.

LCS accepted a significant difference in Th angle of upright and Th, L, S angle of UF and L, S angle of UE in comparison with healthy subjects (p<0.05). LDH accepted a significant difference in Th angle of upright in comparison with healthy subjects (p<0.05). But LDH was not accepted a significant difference in all except Th angle of upright in comparison with healthy (Figure 4).

Figure 1. Spinal Mouse by Index Ltd [1].
Discussion

In LCS comparison with healthy subjects, Th angle of upright and Th, L, S angle of UF and L, S angle of UE significantly showed a high score. It was cleared that the movement range of LCS is larger than healthy subjects. By various reports relevant to this factor, they are described that it is little mobility is mentioned as a factor of low back pain, differ from the result of this research [1,2]. There are various impairments due to decrease of normal curve of Th angle in patient with conservative therapy.

The range of motion of a lumbosacral spine increases by reduction in a range of motion of the thoracic spine [3]. In order to carry out compensation of the spine movement, L and S angle in UF and UE think that it moved hyper. On the other hand, patients of being before a surgical operation showed a low tendency as an overall angle. Because Th angle of upright in LCS was significantly lower than that of L angle, and S angle of upright. Accordingly, we think that it became the factor that a difference produces in width of a movement flexion and extension that is start form in upright it is flat spine. LDH was not accepted a significant difference in comparison with healthy subject because the characteristic of onset of LDH is acute compared with LCS.

By the way, although the evaluation of a posture is possible by a radiographic, there is a problem of contamination or an error of measurement. The pose estimation of the sagittal plane by Spinal Mouse is said almost equivalent to a radiographic [4]. No research refers to spine alignment in the surgery patient using the Spinal Mouse.

Spine alignment and mobility are mentioned as a factor of low back pain. There are researches which analyzed the posture of the example of patients with low back pain [2] and researches which carried out comparison with the person experienced in lumbar, and a healthy person [5]. In the patient with low back pain, that is said the lumbar kyphosis angle reinforces [6,7]. Thus, in patients with low back pain, many researchers have reported increase of the kyphosis angle of lumbar. However, from the result of this study, it was suggested that the kyphosis angle of a lumbar decreased. Although there is no significant correlation between Th angle and the age. In L angle and S angle, the significant correlation was excited [8].

On the other hand, change of a curve of thoracic spine has negative influence on alignment of a lumbosacral spine [2]. From these findings, we think that the nerve lesion of the lumbar would be worsened with the cause of some different influence from age; overuse, mal-alignment and so on.

Conclusion

In the characteristics of spine alignment between surgery patients with low back pain and healthy subjects, Th angle in upright decreases and motion range of spinal increase LCS. It was suggested that these exacerbated the neurologic lesion of lumbar spinal.
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